








 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working for the common good 
with people of other faiths

   By a hand vote the Assembly 
approved a policy statement 
entitled “The Interreligious Stance 
of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.).” The policy states that the 
denomination “at all levels will be 
open to and will seek 
opportunities for respectful 
dialogue and mutual relationships 
with entities and persons from 
other religious traditions. It does 
this in the faith that the church of 
Jesus Christ, by the power of the 
Holy Spirit, is a sign and means of 
God’s intention for the wholeness 
of all humankind and all creation.”

   The Assembly rejected-506-72 
(88%-12%)-an overture calling for 
the creation of materials that 
would distinguish between the 
biblical land of Israel and the 
modern State of Israel.

‘Yes’ to preventing gun violence

   Measures to prevent gun violence 
won resounding approval by the 221st 
General Assembly (2014).

   By consent, the Assembly voted to 
address gun violence by calling for:

•  Formation of support, healing, and 
   advocacy groups for those who have 
   experienced gun violence;
•  Opposition to legislation that 
   exempts gun manufacturers and 

   accountability for medical and 
   security costs “of predictable 
   gun misuse”;
•  Opposition to “stand your ground” 
   and other legislation that entitles gun 
   owners to shoot before taking 
   alternative measures “in perceived 
   defense of persons or property”;
•  Encouraging sessions and PC(USA) 
   entities to declare their premises and 
   gatherings “gun-free zones”;
•  Raising the age for handgun 
   ownership to 21;
•  Supporting legislation to ban 
   semiautomatic weapons, armor-
   piercing handgun ammunition, and 

•  Advocacy in support of federal and 
   state legislation to regulate 
   ammunition.

On other social justice issues, 
the Assembly:

•  Approved 425-170 (71%-29%) a 
   statement of principles and 
   recommendations on justice in 
   taxation, including resources for 
   study, from the Advisory Committee 
   on Social Witness Policy entitled, “Tax 
   Justice: A Christian Response to a New 

   recommendations seeking a fairer tax 
   system in the U.S.
•  Rejected 465-133 (78%-22%) an 
   overture calling for a special 

   committee to review the PC(USA)’s policies on 
   abortion and to propose new policies 
   if needed;
•  Approved 317-260 (55%-45%) an 
   overture calling for a two-year 
   churchwide study to discern how to 

   policies in the U.S.
•  Approved by consent measures to call 
   for a national moratorium on the 
   death penalty; a study of end-of-life 
   issues; measures to promote “food 
   sovereignty”-The right of all people 
   “to safe, nutritious, and culturally 
   appropriate food and food-producing 

   of prenatal and post- birth nutrition; 
   adoption by presbyteries and 
   denominational agencies of more 
   generous parental leave policies; and 
   “actions to counter a new wave of 
   voter suppression.”
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